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Virtual Array Processing for Active Radar and
Sonar Sensing

Louis L. Scharf and Ali Pezeshki

Abstract— In this paper, we describe how an active radar/sonar
imaging problem may be formulated as a virtual passive sensor
array processing problem. We consider an active sensing problem
where it is desired to form a range-Doppler image at a slow-
time rate, even though the radar/sonar can transmit pulses at a
fast time rate. By transmitting pulses at the fast time rate we
can estimate the second-order statistics of an ambiguity vector,
calculated at a coarse resolution. As we show this ambiguity
vector plays the role of an array snapshot vector in passive sensor
array processing. The noise free version of this ambiguity vector
acts as a signature vector or steering vector, which can be steered
around in delay and Doppler at a fine resolution to produce
an image. We employ a MVDR-like principle to generate high
resolution delay-Doppler images.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Consider an active radar/sonar sensing problem, where it
is desired to estimate the target range and Doppler everyts
seconds, even though the radar can transmit pulses at rate
1
tf

= K
ts

, K >> 1 during each intervalts = Ktf . In
other words, there are two time scales: a fast-timetf , which
determines the pulse repetition rate and a slow-timets = Ktf ,
which determines the rate at which the range-Doppler map is
updated. This two time-scale idea is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
K waveforms, each with time-bandwidth product2TW , are
transmitted during a slow-time intervalts.

By transmitting pulses at the fast rate we estimate second-
order statistics of an ambiguity vector, whose elements are
samples of the ambiguity function between the radar data
and the transmit pulse, at resolution1/2W in range and
1/T . This ambiguity vector may be viewed as a virtual array
snapshot vector that samples the ambiguity function in delay
and Doppler, just like the way an actual sensor array samples
a wavefront in space. This analogy allows us to convert
an active radar/sonar imaging problem into a virtual passive
sensor array processing problem. We show how standard
beamforming techniques like minimum variance distortionless
response (MVDR) beamforming can be employed in our
virtual array processing problem to generate high resolution
range and Doppler images.

II. V IRTUAL ARRAY PROCESSING FORACTIVE SENSING

A. Range-Doppler Processing

Let u(t) be a transmit waveform with time-bandwidth
product 2TW (time-limited to [0, T ) and band-limited to
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(−W,W ]) and y(t) be the received signal. Tessellate the
ambiguity region intoL cells centered at(n/2W,m/T ) for
n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 and m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1, with L =
NM . The complex baseband output of an imaging radar/sonar
for the (n, m)th cell, centered at(n/2W,m/T ), will be the
correlation (cross-ambiguity)

ynm = 〈y(t),Mm/T Tn/2W u(t)〉
=

∫
y(t)u?(t− n

2W )e−j2π m
T tdt,

(1)

whereTn/2W is the delay operator byn/2W , Mm/T is the
modulation operator at Doppler frequency2πm/T , and 〈 , 〉
is the inner product between two complex energy signals. For
now we assume that each received signal may be imaged in
both range and Doppler, as in (1), to estimate a coarse-grained
ambiguity function. Later on in Section II-B, we generalize our
development to the case where the ambiguity surface is poorly
resolved in Doppler due to the small time-bandwidth product
of the transmit pulse, in which case Doppler imaging has to be
performed by taking the FFT of the range-only imaged returns
from a sequence of pulses.

If we organize theL values ofynm, n = 0, . . . , N − 1,
m = 0, . . .M − 1, with L = MN , into a vectory =
[y0, . . . , yL−1]T ∈ CL, we may look aty as a “virtual” L-
element sensor array snapshot with covarianceR = E[yyH ].
The virtual sensor array we have built here samples the radar
ambiguity function at delay intervals1/2W and Doppler inter-
vals 1/T , just like an actual array snapshot vector samples of
the phase and amplitude functions of a propagating wavefront
at half-wavelength intervals in space.

Assuming that the target of interest is a point target located
at cell (0, 0), and that it is uncorrelated with the clutter and
noise, the target gaing and the vectory = rg + n share a
composite covariance matrix of the form

E

[
g
y

] [
g? yH

]
=

[
σ2

g rH

r R

]
. (2)

The cross-correlation vectorr = E[yg?] is the ambiguity func-
tion for the transmitted signal, at delay zero and modulation
zero (with respect to the center of the ambiguity region). Itsith
element is the ambiguity at celli, corresponding to some pair
(n,m). The cross-correlation vector (waveform ambiguity vec-
tor) r, which determines the range-Doppler signature of target
g, plays the role of a steering (direction) vector in the virtual
array processing problem. The measurement covariance matrix
R = σ2

grr
H + R0, with R0 the covariance of clutter plus

noise, is in general unknown. However,R may be estimated,
if during a slow-time interval the waveformu(t) is transmitted
several times, yielding a sequence ofK realizations ofy:

R̂ =
1
K

K∑

k=1

y[k]yH [k]. (3)
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Fig. 1. The two-time scale idea

This argument shows that active range-Doppler imaging of
a point target in clutter and noise may be viewed as a virtual
passive sensor array processing problem, in which a sequence
of virtual wavefronts with direction vectorsr are incident
on the array, producing snapshot vectorsy[1], . . . ,y[K] with
experimental covariancêR. In Section III, we shall discuss
how this array processing formulation can be used to form a
high resolution radar image.

B. Doppler Processing

The arguments in the previous section assume that each
pulse return can be imaged in both range and Doppler. In a
radar system where the time-bandwidth product2TW of the
transmit waveform is small, the ambiguity surface is poorly
resolved in Doppler, and hence is not useful for Doppler
imaging. Our aim in this section is to show that the formulation
of Section II-A may be easily modified to allow for Doppler
imaging in such scenarios.

Suppose we only image the received signaly(t) in range, by
matching it to the transmit waveformu(t) at N different range
cells at resolution1/2W , to get the matched filter outputsxn:

xn = 〈y(t), Tn/2W u(t)〉
=

∫
y(t)u?(t− n

2W )dt; n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
(4)

Suppose the waveformu(t) is transmittedM times, resulting
in M copies of each matched filter outputxn. Then, we can
arrange these matched filter outputs in anN ×M matrix X
as

X =




x0[0] x0[1] · · · x0[M − 1]
x1[0] x1[1] · · · x1[M − 1]

...
...

xN−1[0] xN−1[1] · · · xN−1[M − 1]




=




xT
0

xT
1
...

xT
N−1


 ,

(5)

where xn[m] is the matched filter output corresponding to
the thenth range cell and themth waveform transmission.
Therefore, thenth row of X, i.e., xT

n = [xn[0], . . . , xn[M −
1]], carries theM matched filter outputs obtained by range
imaging at thenth range cell. Note that

xn[m] = xn[0]ejmθ, m = 0, . . . ,M − 1, (6)

where θ = 2π v
C f0tf is the phase difference between two

consecutive pulses due to Doppler,f0 is the carrier frequency,
v is the speed of the target, andC is the speed of light.
If the maximum target speed to be covered by the radar is
vmax = V , then we must have

θ = 2π
V

C
f0tf ≤ 2π (7)

or alternatively
1
tf
≥ V

C
f0. (8)

This means that the pulse repetition frequency of the radar
must not be smaller than the maximum Doppler frequency to
be covered.

Doppler imaging may be achieved by post-multiplyingX
by theM -point FFT matrixF:

Z =




zT
0
...

zT
N−1


 = XF; F = {ej 2π

M mn}mn. (9)

This way the Doppler band supported by the PRF of the
radar is resolved intoM Dopplers V

M m, without aliasing. The
matrix Z containsL = MN values obtained by processing
the received signaly(t) at N points in range andM points in
Doppler. If we now organize theseL values in a vectorz of
the formz = [zT

0 , . . . , zT
N−1]

T ∈ CL we obtain a “virtual”L-
element array snapshot vector of range-Doppler maps, similar
to that in Section II-A.

To obtain K ′ multiple realizations of the array snapshot
vector z, the waveformu(t) has to be transmittedK ′M
times. Each time a waveform is transmitted we image the
received signal in range-only at the coarse resolution1/2W .
After a series ofM such imagings we Doppler image at
each range cell and vectorize the resulting range-Doppler
images to obtain a new copy (a new realization) of the
array snapshot vectorz. We may then use these copies to
estimate the array covariance matrixR as in (3). However,
instead ofK = K ′M realizations, we can have at most
K ′ realizations ofz to estimate the covariance matrixR.
This shows that as usual there is a tradeoff between bias and
variance, with bias in this case corresponding to the Doppler
resolution for the ambiguity surface, which is determined by
M , and variance corresponding to the statistical variability of
the ambiguity surface. In summary,K re-transmissions of a
waveform with time-bandwidth product2TW offers 2KTW
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degrees of freedom. If2MTW of these degrees are used
for range-Doppler imaging, then justK ′ = K/M degrees of
freedom remain for averaging to estimateR.

Similar to the previous section, the steering vector or the
cross-correlation vectorr(n,m) in this case is a vector of
ambiguity values at different range-Doppler cells. The only
difference is that this time the ambiguity values are computed
at Doppler frequencies that are specified by theM -point FFT,
which is performed for Doppler imaging at each range.

III. MVDR- LIKE RADAR IMAGING

In standard MVDR beamforming, the beamformer vec-
tor w ∈ CL is designed to minimize the powerP =
E[|wHy|2] = wHRw at the output of the beamformer, with
R the array measurement covariance matrix, under the con-
straint that the beamformer produces a distortionless response
to the normalized steering vectorr:

min
w

wHRw subject to wHr = 1. (10)

Oftenr is parameterized by a single variable like arrival angle
as inr = [1, ejθ, . . . , ej(L−1)θ]T , but this is not required. The
minimization in (10) results in the MVDR beamformerw and
minimum output powerP of the form

w = R−1r
rHR−1r

, (11)

P = 1
rHR−1r

. (12)

To generate an image the steering vectorr is scanned in the
parameter ofr (for example angleθ) at a fine resolution,
finer than the half-wavelength spacing. The parameter value
at which the power peaks gives an estimate of the parameter
of interest.

In our virtual array processing problem the steering vector
r is parameterized by range and Doppler. It carries samples
of the waveform ambiguity vector at delay intervals1/2W
and Doppler intervals1/T . To form an image we steer the
waveform ambiguity vectorr in range and Doppler at a fine
resolution (τo, νo), where each2TW cell contains multiple
τoνo cells, and calculate the output powerP for eachτoνo

cell. Letting r(n′,m′) denote the waveform ambiguity vector
r when it is steered to cell(n′τo,m

′νo) the elements of
r(n′τo,m

′νo) are samples of the waveform ambiguity function
at delay intervals1/2W and Doppler intervals1/T , after the
ambiguity function is shifted in delay byn′τo and modulated
in Doppler bym′νo. In other words,r(n′τo,m

′νo) is

r(n′,m′) = vec{〈Mm/T Tn/2W u(t),Mm′νoTn′τou(t)〉}.
(13)

This is analogous to the standard passive sensor array process-
ing, in which we steer the direction vector around in angle at
a fine resolution but the array still samples the wavefront in
space at half-wavelength intervals.

The output powerP , when steering to(n′τo,m
′νo), is given

by

P (n′,m′) =
1

rH(n′, m′)R̂−1r(n′,m′)
. (14)

The output powerP estimates the target powerσ2
g when

r(m′, n′) is steered to the center of theτoνo cell in which
the target lies.

Remark 1:In cases where the point target assumption made
in writing the cross-correlation vectorr is not trustworthy,
we may assume thatr lies in a known multi-dimensional
subspace. Thenr may be modelled as

r = Ψb, (15)

whereΨ ∈ CL is a basis for a multi-dimensional subspace
〈Ψ〉 andb is a vector of complex amplitudes. In many situ-
ations the subspace〈Ψ〉 will be a multi-dimensional Slepian-
like subspace [1]-[3]. In distributed target scenarios, matched
subspace detectors of [4],[5], adaptive subspace detectors and
adaptive coherence estimators of [6],[7], matched direction
detectors of [8], and multi-rank MVDR beamformers of [9],
may be used to detect the target.

Remark 2: The virtual sensor array processing method
described here can easily be extended to radar systems with
multiple receive antennas. In such cases, we simply replacer
with r′ = r⊗ ψ(θ) ∈ CLL′ , whereψ(θ) ∈ CL′ is the vector
that carries the phases and amplitudes of the measurements at
different receive elements, relative to the measurement at one
of the receive elements,L′ is the number of receive elements,θ
is the angle of arrival of the radar echo, and⊗ is the Kronecker
product.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present a numerical example to show how
MVDR-like imaging can be used to form a high-resolution
delay-Doppler image.

We consider a square ambiguity region of area36/(2TW ).
We tessellate this ambiguity region into cells of size1/2TW
(1/2W in delay and1/T in Doppler). We use a chirp signal
with 2TW = 16 as the transmit pulse. Each time a pulse is
transmitted we generate a received signal using the discretized
measurement equation

y(lt0) =
∑

i

u(lt0 − τi)ej2πνilt0gi + n(lt0), (16)

whereτi andνi are delay and Doppler coordinates of theith
point target in the ambiguity region andgi is the corresponding
target gain withE[gig

∗
i ] = σ2

gi
, and 1/t0 is an appropriate

sampling rate.
After generating the measurement time-series{y(lt0)} we

calculate the correlationsynm, by approximating the integral
in (1) by

ynm =
∫

y(t)u?(t− n
2W )e−j2π m

T tdt

≈ ∑
l

y(lt0)u?(lt0 − n
2W )e−j2π m

T lt0 .
(17)

The sampling rate1/t0 must be selected so that it allows for
shifting the waveformu(t) to target delay coordinatesτi.

The calculation in (17) is done for every1/2TW cell within
the ambiguity region, resulting inL = 36 ambiguity samples
(N = 6 andM = 6). Finally by vectorizing these ambiguity
samples we obtain a realization of theL-dimensional virtual
array snapshot vectory. We re-transmit the waveformu(t)
and repeat the above procedure over and over again to obtain
multiple realizations ofy and subsequently estimate the array
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Fig. 2. Range-Doppler images obtained using MVDR imaging and Bartlett beamforming.

covariance matrixR as in (3). Here we estimateR using
K = 50 transmissions.

To form the range-Doppler image we scan the ambiguity
vector r(n′,m′) with resolutionτo = 1/(4 × 2W ) in delay
andνo = 1/4T in Doppler:

r(n′τo,m
′νo) = vec{〈Mm/T Tn/2W u(t), Mm′ν0Tn′τ0u(t)〉}

≈ vec{∑
l

u(lt0 − n
2W )u∗(lt0 − n′τ0)e−j2π(m′νo−m

T )lt0}
(18)

and calculate the powerP (n′, m′) in (14) for eachτoνo cell.
We compare MVDR-like imaging with conventional

(Bartlett) beamforming, whose output power at cell
(n′τo,m

′νo) is given by

PB(n′,m′) = r(n′,m′)HRr(n′,m′). (19)

For the first example we place three point targets at delay
and Doppler coordinates(τ1 = τo, ν1 = 6νo), (τ1 =
−2τo, ν1 = −4νo), and (τ1 = τo, ν1 = −4νo). The last
two targets are placed closer than the classical range-Doppler
resolution1/2TW . The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each
source is set to4dB. The MVDR and Bartlett range-Doppler

images are shown in Figs. 2(a),(b), respectively. We notice
that the two point targets are not resolvable by the Bartlett
beamformer, but they are resolved by the MVDR beamformer.
This is analogous to the passive sensor array processing,
where sources that are closer than the Rayleigh limit are not
resolvable by the Bartlett beamformer, but they can be resolved
by the MVDR beamformer.

We now consider an example with several point
targets and clutter. We place nine point targets in-
side the ambiguity region at range-Doppler coordinates
(0,−2νo), (3τo,−2νo), (τo, 6νo), (7τo,−8νo), (10τo,−8νo),
(−8τo, 7νo), (−8τo, 10νo), (−8τo,−8νo), and(−7τo,−7νo).
All the adjacent sources in range and Doppler are closer than
the 1/2TW resolution. We also include a stationary (zero
Doppler) clutter source that extends in range from−τo to τo.
We set the SNR for each target to4dB, and the signal-to-
clutter ratio to−3dB. The MVDR and Bartlett range-Doppler
images are shown in Figs. 2(c), (d), respectively. We notice
that the Bartlett beamformer fails to resolve the sources. The
MVDR beamformer on the other hand is able to resolve all
the sources, even the ones near the clutter.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have described how an active radar/sonar
imaging problem can be formulated as a virtual passive
sensor array processing problem. We have shown how standard
MVDR beamforming can be employed to generate high res-
olution delay-Doppler images. Numerical examples were pre-
sented demonstrating the performance of MVDR-like imaging.
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